Sure. Maybe it looks pretty much the same as you gaze out over the flat surface, the waves all frozen in time. The snow looks kinda like waves if you think about it, but right now you’re picturing what’s under it all.

You don’t even have to close your eyes anymore to see the edges of the weed flat that always holds good fish, assuming the weeds are still a bit green and standing up. Have to check for that right away. And over to the south there’s that big hump at the entrance to the bay. That usually holds fish in the middle of the winter, and it’s midwinter right now. Gotta check that out, too.

So many contour lines. So many waypoints. Glad we will be drilling with the Clam Ice Auger Conversion. With that many spots to check, we won’t get tired from using a heavy conventional auger.
Clam’s Edge™ augers are truly cutting edge. The finest, German-made, high-torque engine. Aluminum transmission case. Powdered-metal gears. In 8- and 10-inch models. The Clam name means warrior tough, and we produce an auger deserving of that reputation.

**POWER HEAD:**
- **ENGINE SPECS:** 42 cc, 2.5 HP, 2 cycle engine
- **FUEL CAPACITY:** .7 liters, approx. .2 gal. with integrated fuel pump and easy-start primer system

**TRANSMISSION SPECS:**
- **40:1 gear ratio, hi-alloy aluminum die-cast housing, powder-coated finish for durability**

**GEARS:**
- Copper-impregnated, powdered-metal, heated-treated gearing

**AUGER BITS:**
- (8 & 10 INCH) Hi-alloy carbon steel

**AUGER SHAFT:**
- Hi-alloy carbon steel thick wall tubing welded in compliance with AWS D1.1 (ASTM welding standards)

**TWIN SERRATED SS BLADES:**
- Stainless steel—heat treated to retain a knife-like cutting/shaving edge required for this specific application (serrations stop ice buildup on blade/auger surfaces)

**DIMENSIONS:**
- **8-INCH:** 26.75 LBS., 34.5” overall length (#9618)
- **10-INCH:** 30 lbs., 34.5” overall length (#9619)

**POWERHEAD COVER**
- **Item #9552**
  - 6” cover (#9552) • 8” cover (#9653) • 10” cover (#9654)

**EMERGENCY THROW ROPE**
- **Item #9512**
  - Includes 50 feet of rope
  - Easy to use & accessible
  - Hi-visibility orange
  - Bag constructed of ESD-resistant OD/Desert fabric
  - Integrated strap for attaching to ATV/snowmobile
  - Works great on a boat, as well
  - Overall dimensions: 16.5” L x 7.25” W x 4” H
  - Weight: 1.1 lbs.

**COLD SNAP AUGER COVER**
- **Item #9579**
  - Compact and lightweight
  - 5" picks feature sturdy handles for optimum grip
  - 30” nylon cord connects picks
  - Can be easily carried in any accessible pocket

**FLOATING ICE PICKS**
- **Item #9820**
  - Super-tough 600 Denier fabric
  - Great for transporting auger
  - Easy-to-use, heavy-duty zippered opening
  - Zippered and Velcro closure under power head
  - Fits most auger power heads

**7-POINT SPEAR**
- **Item #9523**
  - Solid steel
  - Tempered steel points
  - Oak wood handle and guard
  - Includes 12-ft. nylon rope, attached length: 92”
  - 8” spearhead with seven barbed points

**PACKABLE, PORTABLE SNOW SHovel**
- **Item #8499**
  - All-metal, push-button collapsible handle
  - 8.5” x 11” shovel head
  - 32” extended length

**SLED-PULLING HARNESS**
- **Item #8427**
  - Two-point pulling harness
  - Multiple uses—ice fishing, hunting and family recreation
  - Padded shoulder straps with pockets
  - Great for early/late ice and ice fishing derbies

**PACKABLE, PORTABLE SNOW SHovel**
- **Item #8499**
  - All-metal, push-button collapsible handle
  - 8.5” x 11” shovel head
  - 32” extended length

**CLAM™ ACCESSORIES**
- **Item #9824**
  - Solid steel
  - Tempered steel points
  - Oak wood handle and guard
  - Includes 12-ft. nylon rope, attached length: 92”
  - 8” spearhead with seven barbed points

**GERMAN-ENGINEERED, 2.5 HP ENGINE**
- **CLAM™ ACCESSORIES**
  - **Item #9824**
    - Solid steel
    - Tempered steel points
    - Oak wood handle and guard
    - Includes 12-ft. nylon rope, attached length: 92”
    - 8” spearhead with seven barbed points

**AUGER ACCESSORIES**
- **12" EXTENSION** Item #9623
- **20" EXTENSION** Item #9624

-- Hi-alloy aluminum transmission case
-- Powdered-metal gearing
-- Engine specs: 42 cc, 2.5 HP, 2 cycle engine
-- Fuel capacity: .7 liters, approx. .2 gal. with integrated fuel pump and easy-start primer system

**POWER HEAD:**
- Engine specs: 42 cc, 2.5 HP, 2 cycle engine
- Fuel capacity: .7 liters, approx. .2 gal. with integrated fuel pump and easy-start primer system

**TRANSMISSION SPECS:**
- 40:1 gear ratio, hi-alloy aluminum die-cast housing, powder-coated finish for durability

**GEARS:**
- Copper-impregnated, powdered-metal, heated-treated gearing

**AUGER BITS:**
- (8 & 10 INCH) Hi-alloy carbon steel

**AUGER SHAFT:**
- Hi-alloy carbon steel thick wall tubing welded in compliance with AWS D1.1 (ASTM welding standards)

**TWIN SERRATED SS BLADES:**
- Stainless steel—heat treated to retain a knife-like cutting/shaving edge required for this specific application (serrations stop ice buildup on blade/auger surfaces)

**DIMENSIONS:**
- **8-INCH:** 26.75 LBS., 34.5” overall length (#9618)
- **10-INCH:** 30 lbs., 34.5” overall length (#9619)
AUGERS & ACCESSORIES

**CLAM® ACCESSORIES**

**PRO SERIES TOW HITCH**
- **Item #8183**
  - NEW FOR 2015-16
  - Made with durable steel bracket
  - Easy to install, slip on, slip off

**SUPER SKIMMER**
- **Item #19002** (Gray handle)
- **Item #19001** (Black handle)
- NEW FOR 2015-16
  - Scoops tough projects with ease
  - Aluminum-reinforced foot pedal
  - 1” (25 mm) diameter handle
  - Deep scoop
  - Measuring tape

**BAIL WELLS**
- **Item #9204**
  - NEW FOR 2015-16
  - Leak-proof bail well with metal-encased mount that works with all new Fish Peg™ and commercial box mounts
  - Tarped bail well for use in ice shelter
  - Heavy-duty gasket for fast, easy seal
  - Super-top with gasket for fast, easy seal

**FOUR-POSITION ROD HOLDER**
- **Item #9137**
  - NEW FOR 2015-16
  - Strong polypropylene construction
  - Locks in a center-rotated position, or flip holder over to rotate rod to spin 180 degrees
  - Horizontal piece allows traditional comfort to sit or stand vertically or at an angle
  - Dimensions: 18” x 5”
  - Weight: 4.7 lbs.

**FISH-WELL FLOATING LIVELWELL**
- **Item #9015**
  - NEW FOR 2015-16
  - Molded beverage and accessory locations
  - Works with most sled-style fish houses
  - Includes hardware to mount to tub
  - Made of high-density polyethylene
  - Size: 11” x 11”

**CARGO NETS**
- **Item #8021**
  - NEW FOR 2015-16
  - Heavy-duty, spring-loaded hitch is mounted to sled
  - Attached to flipper/pin receiver on snowmobile or ATV

**TRAVEL COVERS**
- **Travel Cover (#9741)**: Scout™, X2™, X4™
- **Travel Cover (#8820)**: Pro™, Legend Thermal™
- **Travel Cover (#8792)**: Guide™, Nanook™
- **Travel Cover (#8073)**: Yukon™, Runner Thermal™, Voyager™, Adventure™
- **Travel Cover (#9531)**: X1™, Scout XL™, Legend X™, Portage™
- **Travel Cover (#9973)**: Kenai™, Kenai Pro Thermal™

**RUNNER KITS**
- **Runner Kit (#8995)**: Scout™, Pro™, Trapper™, Guide™, Legend™
- **Runner Kit (#8996)**: Yukon™, Yukon X Thermal™, Voyager™, Adventure™
- **Runner Kit (#8997)**: Kenai™, Kenai Pro Thermal™, Denali™, Kodiak™, Warrior™, X1, Scout XL, Legend X
- **Runner Kit (#8247)**: X2™, X4™

**X SERIES RUNNER KIT**
- **Item #9934**
  - NEW FOR 2015-16
  - High-quality hyfax
  - 8-rod kit
  - Designed for rough terrain
  - Fits X2™, X4™

**UNIVERSAL TOW HITCH**
- **Item #9121**
  - New, easy-to-install hitch that mounts to sled
  - Attached to flipper/pin receiver on snowmobile or ATV

**TRAVEL COVERS**
- **Travel Cover (#8760)**: Scout™, Trapper™
- **Travel Cover (#8820)**: Pro™, Legend Thermal™
- **Travel Cover (#8792)**: Guide™, Nanook™
- **Travel Cover (#8073)**: Yukon™, Runner Thermal™, Voyager™, Adventure™
- **Travel Cover (#9531)**: X1™, Scout XL™, Legend X™
- **Travel Cover (#9973)**: Kenai™, Kenai Pro Thermal™
THREE-PIECE ICE ANCHOR KIT
- Item #8064
  - Three self-tapping ice anchors
  - Three self-tapping spikes, two nylon straps and two mounting hardware sets

SHELTER HANG HOOKS
- Item #8348
  - Use for drilling ice anchors into ice
  - Attaches to cordless drill
  - Works great for securing pop-up portable shelters to the ice

CLAM CRATE
- Item #9577
  - Ultra-light folding chair with padded backrest
  - Super-strong, powder coated-steel frame
  - Heavy-duty reinforced 600 Denier fabric
  - Carry bag included
  - Seat size: 16.5” W x 16.5” D x 20” T
  - Folded size: 4” x 4” x 29”
  - Weight: 6 lbs. (with carry bag)
  - Rated for 250 lbs.

DELUXE FLASHER BAG
- Item #9821
  - Keeps your feet away from the snow and ice, plus those with permanent shacks can stop the elements at the door
  - Size: 20” x 27”
  - Rubber bottom with nylon, waterproof material on top

COOLER CHAIR
- Item #9225
  - Keeps your feet away from the snow and ice, plus those with permanent shacks can stop the elements at the door
  - Size: 22” x 27”
  - Rubber bottom with vinyl, waterproof material on top

HUB SHELF HOOKS, FOUR-PACK
- Item #9174
  - Universal cool hooks that slide into the ceiling corner pockets of all hub shelters
  - Easy to store—just keep them with your hub shelter ice anchors
  - Made of zinc-coated steel

TRIPOD FOLDING CHAIR
- Item #9823
  - Steel frame
  - Weatherproof polyurethane seat
  - 18” seat height
  - Fold-up design for easy camping and transporting
  - Built-in cooler/transportation compartment
  - Rated for 250 lbs.

ICE ANCHOR INSTALLATION TOOL
- Item #9132
  - Use for drilling ice anchors into ice
  - Attaches to cordless drill
  - Works great for securing pop-up portable shelters to the ice

ICE ANCHOR KIT
- Item #8064
  - Three self-tapping ice anchors
  - Heavy-duty 600 Denier nylon shell
  - Hard-plastic bottom
  - Four total pockets
  - Internal straps to securely keep your flasher in place
  - Zippered PVC viewing window
  - Padded shoulder strap

QUICK-PACK TABLES
- Item #9815
  - ROUND TABLE (#9181): 27.5” L x 27.5” W x 24.5” H, 6 LBS.
  - SQUARE TABLE (#9180): 18” L x 18” W x 18” H, 4 LBS.

DELUXE PADDED SEAT COVER
- Item #9821
  - Fits Adjustable Folding Seat Item #7799
  - Two piece set
  - Plastic seat frame not included

DELUXE FLOOR MAT
- Item #9821
  - Keeps your feet away from the snow and ice, plus those with permanent shacks can stop the elements at the door
  - Size: 22” x 27”
  - Rubber bottom with vinyl, waterproof material on top

ICE AUGERS & ACCESSORIES
**AUGERS & ACCESSORIES**

**CLAM® ACCESSORIES**

**SINGLE-SIDED ROD LOCKER**
- Item #9551
  - Interior Velcro straps hold rod/reel combos securely
  - Heavy-duty 600 Denier fabric exterior
  - Four large, zippered pockets for accessories
  - Heavy-duty, adjustable, padded shoulder strap
  - Rigid framing for support and protection
  - Fits up to eight rod/reel combos
  - Dimensions: 38” L x 10” H x 8.5” W
  - Weight: 9.5 lbs.

**DOUBLE-SIDED ROD LOCKER**
- Item #9552
  - Two rod storage compartments
  - Interior Velcro straps hold rod/reel combos securely
  - Heavy-duty 600 Denier fabric exterior
  - Four large, zippered pockets for accessories
  - Heavy-duty, adjustable, padded shoulder strap
  - Rigid framing for support and protection
  - Fits up to 16 rod/reel combos
  - Dimensions: 38” L x 10” H x 10.5” W
  - Weight: 13 lbs.

**ROD TUBE**
- Size 4.0 • 42” L x 2-¼” Dia. • Weight: 2.25 lbs.
  - Easily fits up to 40” rods
  - Rigid framing for support and protection
  - Includes two 6” x 8” gusseted and zippered pockets for tackle and tools
  - Padded reel sleeve protects reels in storage
  - Two Velcro straps to hang rod tube from canopy pole
  - Convenient handle to help carry in garage

**ICE ROD SLICK**
- Item #9740
  - Durable 600 Denier exterior shell
  - Two-rod holder
  - Includes 10 PVC sheets
  - Flexible, lightweight, easy to use and store
  - Perfect pocket-size organizer

**SOFT PLASTICS HOLDER**
- Item #9744
  - Durable 600 Denier exterior shell
  - Includes 10 PVC sheets
  - Flexible, lightweight, easy to use and store
  - Perfect pocket-size organizer

**DUAL-COMPARTMENT SOFT-SIDED TACKLE BAG**
- Item #9748
  - Durable 600 Denier exterior shell
  - Four zippered pockets
  - Includes 10 PVC sheets
  - Flexible, lightweight, easy to use and store
  - Perfect pocket-size organizer

**DUAL-TRAY JIG BOXES**
- Item #9178 (Medium box)
- Item #9179 (Large box)
  - Lightweight and water tight
  - Includes 24 individual trays
  - Durable polyethylene frames and lid

**SMALL SOFT-SIDED TACKLE ORGANIZER**
- Item #9175
  - Durable 600 Denier exterior shell
  - Includes 5 zippered pockets
  - Includes a two-ring binder with 10 PVC sheets
  - Carry handle
  - Lightweight, easy to use and store
  - Perfect pocket-size organizer

**CLEAR PVC ROD SLICK**
- Item #9825
  - PVC Clear rod tube
  - Length: 32”
  - Easy to customize the length for your rods
  - Can be trimmed to fit most storage bags

**ICE ROD SLICK™**
- ICE ROD SLICK™ BLACK 2-PACK (9825)
- ICE ROD SLICK™ PINK 2-PACK (9836)
- ICE ROD SLICK™ BLUE 2-PACK (9837)
  - Easy push-on, push-off application
  - Tangle-free removal from rod lockers
  - Prevents line, guides and rod from damage
  - Durable polyethylene revolution and non-abrasive breathable mesh
  - Double-sided
  - Perfect pocket-size organizer

**DUAL-SIDED ROD LOCKER**
- Item #9746
  - Durable 600 Denier exterior shell
  - Includes one mesh pocket with tackle box
  - Includes binder of five PVC sealable bags
  - Small and portable
  - Perfect pocket-size organizer

**SOFT PLASTICS HOLDER**
- Item #9745
  - Durable 600 Denier exterior shell
  - Five zippered pockets
  - Includes 5.25” x 7.25” clear tackle bag
  - Includes a two-ring binder with 10 PVC sheets
  - Carry handle
  - Lightweight, easy to use and store
  - Perfect pocket-size organizer

**ROD TUBE**
- Size 3.0 • 32” L x 2-¼” Dia. • Weight: 1.75 lbs.
  - Easily fits up to 30” rods
  - Includes 10 pages, one sealable pocket per page

**DUAL-SIDED ROD LOCKER**
- Item #9747
  - Durable 600 Denier exterior shell
  - Includes 10 pages, one sealable pocket per page

**ICE ROD SLICK™**
- ICE ROD SLICK™ BLACK 2-PACK (9825)
- ICE ROD SLICK™ PINK 2-PACK (9836)
- ICE ROD SLICK™ BLUE 2-PACK (9837)
  - Easy push-on, push-off application
  - Tangle-free removal from rod lockers
  - Protects line, guides and rod
  - Flexible, lightweight, easy to use and store
  - Perfect pocket-size organizer

**SOFT PLASTICS HOLDER**
- Item #9743
  - Durable 600 Denier exterior shell
  - Includes one mesh pocket with tackle box
  - Includes binder of five PVC sealable bags
  - Small and portable
  - Perfect pocket-size organizer

**DUAL-COMPARTMENT SOFT-SIDED TACKLE BAG**
- Item #9742
  - Durable 600 Denier exterior shell
  - Includes 10 pages, one sealable pocket per page
  - Lightweight and portable
  - Fits in your pocket

**DUAL-COMPARTMENT SOFT-SIDED TACKLE BAG**
- Item #9741
  - Durable 600 Denier exterior shell
  - Includes 10 pages, one sealable pocket per page
  - Lightweight and portable
  - Fits in your pocket

**DUAL-SIDED ROD LOCKER**
- Item #9740
  - Durable 600 Denier exterior shell
  - Includes 10 pages, one sealable pocket per page
  - Lightweight and portable
  - Fits in your pocket

**ICE ROD SLICK™**
- ICE ROD SLICK™ BLACK 2-PACK (9825)
- ICE ROD SLICK™ PINK 2-PACK (9836)
- ICE ROD SLICK™ BLUE 2-PACK (9837)
  - Easy push-on, push-off application
  - Tangle-free removal from rod lockers
  - Protects line, guides and rod
  - Flexible, lightweight, easy to use and store
  - Perfect pocket-size organizer

**SOFT PLASTICS HOLDER**
- Item #9745
  - Durable 600 Denier exterior shell
  - Five zippered pockets
  - Includes 5.25” x 7.25” clear tackle bag
  - Includes a two-ring binder with 10 PVC sheets
  - Carry handle
  - Lightweight, easy to use and store
  - Perfect pocket-size organizer

**SOFT PLASTICS HOLDER**
- Item #9743
  - Durable 600 Denier exterior shell
  - Includes one mesh pocket with tackle box
  - Includes binder of five PVC sealable bags
  - Small and portable
  - Perfect pocket-size organizer

**DUAL-COMPARTMENT SOFT-SIDED TACKLE BAG**
- Item #9742
  - Durable 600 Denier exterior shell
  - Includes 10 pages, one sealable pocket per page
  - Lightweight and portable
  - Fits in your pocket

**DUAL-COMPARTMENT SOFT-SIDED TACKLE BAG**
- Item #9741
  - Durable 600 Denier exterior shell
  - Includes 10 pages, one sealable pocket per page
  - Lightweight and portable
  - Fits in your pocket

**ICE ROD SLICK™**
- ICE ROD SLICK™ BLACK 2-PACK (9825)
- ICE ROD SLICK™ PINK 2-PACK (9836)
- ICE ROD SLICK™ BLUE 2-PACK (9837)
  - Easy push-on, push-off application
  - Tangle-free removal from rod lockers
  - Protects line, guides and rod
  - Flexible, lightweight, easy to use and store
  - Perfect pocket-size organizer

**SOFT PLASTICS HOLDER**
- Item #9745
  - Durable 600 Denier exterior shell
  - Five zippered pockets
  - Includes 5.25” x 7.25” clear tackle bag
  - Includes a two-ring binder with 10 PVC sheets
  - Carry handle
  - Lightweight, easy to use and store
  - Perfect pocket-size organizer

**DUAL-COMPARTMENT SOFT-SIDED TACKLE BAG**
- Item #9742
  - Durable 600 Denier exterior shell
  - Includes 10 pages, one sealable pocket per page
  - Lightweight and portable
  - Fits in your pocket

**DUAL-COMPARTMENT SOFT-SIDED TACKLE BAG**
- Item #9741
  - Durable 600 Denier exterior shell
  - Includes 10 pages, one sealable pocket per page
  - Lightweight and portable
  - Fits in your pocket

**DUAL-COMPARTMENT SOFT-SIDED TACKLE BAG**
- Item #9740
  - Durable 600 Denier exterior shell
  - Includes 10 pages, one sealable pocket per page
  - Lightweight and portable
  - Fits in your pocket

**DUAL-COMPARTMENT SOFT-SIDED TACKLE BAG**
- Item #9749
  - Durable 600 Denier exterior shell
  - Includes 10 pages, one sealable pocket per page
  - Lightweight and portable
  - Fits in your pocket

**DUAL-COMPARTMENT SOFT-SIDED TACKLE BAG**
- Item #9748
  - Durable 600 Denier exterior shell
  - Includes 10 pages, one sealable pocket per page
  - Lightweight and portable
  - Fits in your pocket

**DUAL-COMPARTMENT SOFT-SIDED TACKLE BAG**
- Item #9747
  - Durable 600 Denier exterior shell
  - Includes 10 pages, one sealable pocket per page
  - Lightweight and portable
  - Fits in your pocket

**DUAL-COMPARTMENT SOFT-SIDED TACKLE BAG**
- Item #9746
  - Durable 600 Denier exterior shell
  - Includes 10 pages, one sealable pocket per page
  - Lightweight and portable
  - Fits in your pocket
CLAM™ ACCESSORIES

MEDIUM JIG BOX
- Item #8426
- Lightweight, 40 individual pre-cut jig slots
- Easy one-touch compartments for small plastics
- Waterproof silicone seal

LARGE JIG BOX
- Item #8813
- Two-sided jig box with 250 individual pre-cut jig slots
- Clear sides for easy identification of tackle
- Waterproof silicone seal
- Collect all four

SMALL JIG BOX
- Item #8814
- Two-sided jig box with 146 individual pre-cut jig slots
- Clear sides for easy identification of tackle
- Waterproof silicone seal

TACKLE POUCH
- Item #8815 Pouch; small, 2” x 7”
- Item #8816 Pouch; large, 7” x 4”
- Store small lures, spoons or terminal tackle
- Wraps around tackle box cover so gives

CLAM BAIT CANS
- Item #8520
- Screw-top lid
- Perfect compact bait container
- Fits in most pockets
- Great for any type of bait for general storage of various rod holding gear
- Collect all four

SMALL JIG BOX
- Item #8840
The remarkable Arctic Warrior™ tips down when a fish tugs and the flag goes up. Grab the rod and reel, set the hook and fight the fish. No hand-over-hand and no frozen fingers.

ARCTIC WARRIOR TIP-UP
- Item #8465 1.5 gallon
- Item #8466 1.25 gallon
- No more spilled minnow buckets in the back of a vehicle or shelter shed
- Insulated carry case for 48 minnows protection
- Baited does not have handle—it’s designed to be carried by the adjustable shoulder strap/carry handle on the included carry case
- Screw-top with gasket for water-tight seal

LARGE JIG BOX
- Item #8813
- Two-sided jig box with 146 individual pre-cut jig slots
- Clear sides for easy identification of tackle
- Waterproof silicone seal

LED HUB LIGHT
- Item #10474
- Easy to use
- Waterproof
- Complete handmade kit for mounting
- Includes 12 ft. of wire with alligator clips
- Great for boat shelters
- Up to three days use depending on battery strength

LIGHT STICKS
- Item #9559 24” stick
- Item #9560 30” stick
- Hands-free, out-of-the-way bright lights
- 24 inches long
- Eight LED light bulbs
- 560-lumen output
- Also includes:
  - Mounting hardware and drill bit
  - 12 feet of wire with alligator clip connections

POCKET LIGHTS
- Item #8523
- Small in size, big in brightness
- Both feature 24 LED bulbs providing efficient bright-white light
d - Small light also has three LED end lights
- Magnetic back, Norma strap and hook in back for attachment
- Small uses two AAA batteries, not included
- Large uses three AAA batteries, not included

CLAM™ LIGHTS & POWER

NEW FOR 2015-16
- Item #10507
- Item #9872
- Item #9873
- Item #8536

INDUSTRY FIRST!
**LED RECHARGEABLE TUBE LIGHT**
- **Item #8430**
  - Great for any size fishing shelter
  - Up to three hours when fully charged
  - AC/DC use or connect directly to battery with alligator clips
  - Two Velcro straps for attachment

**LARGE FAN/LIGHT**
- **Item #8429**
  - Circulates air for complete comfort
  - Perfect for any size fish house
  - 18 LED light bulb illumination
  - Super-quiet fan has two speeds
  - Can be hung from shelter or set on table
  - Uses two D batteries (not included)
  - Built-in 12 volt jack/adapter with (6) screw holes included

**SMALL FAN/LIGHT**
- **Item #8428**
  - Comes with Velcro, magnets or pothook for attachment
  - Circulates air for complete comfort
  - Quiet, lightweight design
  - Requires four AA batteries (not included)
  - Built-in 12 volt jack/adapter

**BATTERY BAG WITH CHARGER AND BRACKET**
- **Item #8823**
  - Great for any size fishing shelter
  - Ideal for extra battery to power lights, fans, etc.
  - Helps strap to secure battery in place
  - Hardware included for installation

**BATTERY BRACKET**
- **Item #8829**
  - Easily attaches to inside of ice fishing shelter sled
  - Designed to hold 7, 8, or 9 amp 12 volt flasher/batteries
  - Ideal for extra battery to power lights, fans, etc.
  - Designed to hold battery and lights

**LUCKY LIGHT**
- **Item #8497**
  - Super-bright LED lights will penetrate the thickest ice
  - Top-mounted light illuminates bobber for easy bite detection
  - Uses three AA batteries (not included)
  - Remote power adaptor plug included

**SLED LIGHTS**
- **Item #8414 (3-Pack, 6 bulb)**
  - Three super-bright LED lights for on-ice illumination
  - Waterproof
  - Complete hardware kit for mounting
  - Great for portable and permanent fish houses

**LED RECHARGEABLE TUBE LIGHT**
- **Item #8430**
  - Great for any size fishing shelter
  - Up to three hours when fully charged
  - AC/DC use or connect directly to battery with alligator clips
  - Two Velcro straps for attachment

**LARGE FAN/LIGHT**
- **Item #8429**
  - Circulates air for complete comfort
  - Perfect for any size fish house
  - 18 LED light bulb illumination
  - Super-quiet fan has two speeds
  - Can be hanging from shelter or set on table
  - Uses two D batteries (not included)
  - Built-in 12 volt jack/adapter with (6) screw holes included